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Foundling 

Most of you are unaware that I was adopted by the people I now call my parents when I 

was six years old. My parents were visiting a seatown, staying in a tiny cottage near the !sh 

market, when they found me living underneath a dock with wharf rats and rag pickers, 

naked and wild. I threw rocks at them and they fell in love with me. So they baited me 

from the docks to the airstrip with cheap trinkets, thimbles and copper coins, and carried 

me onto an airplane, feeding me cookies to keep me quiet. Only vaguely do I remember 

any of this. My memories of my orphan life are mismatched and blurred, like someone 

held them underwater while they were still wet and everything smeared. My parents never 

talk about the abduction, probably hoping that I have forgotten. And of course they have 

never told my sisters. I am only telling you this because if we have trouble understanding 

each other, I want you to know that it is because my people are di"erent from your own. 

Your people are my parents’ people, grey television eyes, co"ee stained teeth. Your people 

speak grocery store magazine. Your people are golfers. My people, we are aliens, we have 

dark whale eyes and our hair clumps like seaweed and we speak four languages you     

cannot understand. We are always in our barefeet. We are nomads, sleeping on boats, for-

getting our children under the docks. We steal vegetable seeds. We have milkteeth and 

hollow bird bones and we hunt imaginary things, ghost elk, mewl bats, mock turtles, 

roasting them over beach!res. We are nocturnal, drinking calabashes of cider, translating 
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color into mandolin strings. We are an endangered species, tree scramblers, wind eaters, 

we are orphans, all of us, trying to blend in with the rest of you, trying to pretend that we 

aren’t afraid of anything. 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